Lower number of K-complexes and K-alphas in sleep bruxism: a controlled quantitative study.
Although patients with sleep bruxism (SB) show a higher incidence of rhythmic masticatory muscle activity (RMMA) during sleep than matched normal controls, they are good sleepers. Sleep macrostructure (e.g. total sleep time, sleep latency, number of awakenings or sleep stage shifts and sleep stage duration) is similar between groups. Differences in sleep microstructure between SB patients and normals have been investigated only in few studies. The aim of the present study was to quantify number of microarousals, K-complexes, K-alphas, EEG spindles, and the density of slow wave activity, in both groups, in order to better understand the pathophysiology of SB. Ten normal sleepers were matched for age and gender with 10 patients who exhibited frequent tooth-grinding during sleep. Using quantitative polysomnographic measures, we compared the above-mentioned sleep variables in both groups. Data are presented as indices for total sleep and for consecutive non-rapid eye movement (non-REM) episodes over non-REM to rapid eye movement (REM) cycles and per hour of sleep. SB patients showed 6 times more RMMA episodes per hour of sleep than normals (P<0.001), with a higher frequency in the second and third non-REM to REM cycles. SB patients presented 42.7% fewer K-complexes per hour of stage 2 sleep, but only normals showed a decline from the first to fourth non-REM episode. Only 24% of SB-RMMA episodes were associated with K-complexes in 60 s. The number of K-alphas was 61% lower in SB patients, no change across non-REM episodes was noted. While no difference in electroencephalographic (EEG) spindles or slow wave activity (SWA) was observed between groups, EEG spindles increased and SWA decreased linearly over consecutive non-REM to REM cycles. According to our observations, good sleep in SB patients is characterized by a low incidence of K-complexes or K-alphas and by the absence of any difference in other sleep microstructure variables or SWA.